Tiger Conservation in Bhutan

If we don’t act now and put measures in place, tigers may lose only in pictures.

“Tiger protection is the key to conservation because when you have tigers, it indicates that the forest is in good condition”.

Agriculture & Forests Minister, Lyonpo (Dr) Pema Gyamtsho

Our future.

Wellbeing represents a link - an important environmental health indicator. Their wellbeing represents a link - an important environmental health indicator.

Tigers are crucial link - an important environmental health indicator. Their wellbeing represents our future.

All animals are like our parents. If you hunt or kill a living being it is like killing your own parents. It is important to protect and save all animals.

Kilikhor - Lopen Namgay Wangchuk
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Sangay Khandu, Member of Parliament
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Camera trap footage from Royal Manas National Park, 2010.

Two major delegations led by Minister for Agriculture and Forests attended the Global Tiger Summit in Russia. Like other Tiger range countries, Bhutan presented its National Tiger Recovery Program and commitments.

Tigers are important biologically to maintain the overall health of our ecosystem.

- Choki Sonam, Teacher

In our Bhutanese myth, it says that Guru Rinpoche came to Taktsang (Tiger’s nest) riding on the back of a Tiger. Hence, Tiger is considered sacred in our culture.

Meno Apal Daba

We need to save the Tiger because when you have tigers, it indicates that the forest is in good condition.
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